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Time Code
01:00:00

01:00:01

Video
PREVIOUSLY ON
THAT’S MY FAMILY
Myamme talks with
Punkin

Audio
VO: Previously on That’s My Family…
MYAMME: What’s up with passin’ your test?
PUNKIN: I just may do it this time.

CU Study Guide
MYAMME: Eight times?
Punkin sits on the edge
of the bed with her head
in her hand

PUNKIN: Sad, I know.
MYAMME: Eight times though? [LAUGHS]

01:00:10

Interview Lashelle

LASHELLE: Lil Man keeps using the excuse
that he hasn’t been able to get any real studio
time as the reason he hasn’t had much success
with his music career.

01:00:24

Lashelle and Lil Man
sitting on couch

LASHELLE: I tell you what. When we get back
home, I’ll set up some studio time. Y'all go in
there and vibe out for a few days.

Lashelle talks with Lil
Man
01:00:30

Lil Man and DJ Big Boi
talk in the studio
Lil Man raps in the
booth
Lil Man scratches his
head in confusion

LIL MAN: Aight.
LIL MAN: This ain’t workin', bruh.
DJ BIG BOI: Aight. Let’s try to switch it up a lil
bit so the hook is tight.
LIL MAN: I guess, bruh. We can try that. Run it
back one mo' time.

01:00:40

Interview Myamme

MYAMME: I’m not sure I’m ready to start
dating again.

01:00:42

Myamme, Lashelle, and
Punkin sitting by the
pool having a chat

MYAMME: I haven’t really thought about being
in an actual relationship since Xavier left or
whatever.
PUNKIN: How you feel?
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Myamme scrolls through
old photos in her phone
CU photo of Xavier in
Myamme’s phone
Tears roll down
Myamme’s face
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MYAMME: I don’t know. [CRYING] I try not
to think about him. I just wanna get over it, and I
feel like I never will. Is it ever going to stop
hurting?
LASHELLE: It’ll get a lot easier as you go on.

Lashelle gives Myamme
a hug
01:00:53

OPEN/MAIN TITLE
THAT’S MY FAMILY

MUSIC IN
VO: That’s my family…

Title fades in over BG
01:01:00

Transition montage
Chyron:
ATLANTA, GA
Skyview of Atlanta
Chyron:
THE SOUL FOOD
RESTAURANT
ATLANTA, GA
LS Exterior of The Soul
Food Restaurant

01:01:05
01:01:06

MUSIC OUT
Punkin on her laptop
PUNKIN: It’s cold up there in New York yet?
while sitting at restaurant
patio table
MYAMME: Girl, it’s freezing up here. First of
all - Chyron:
PUNKIN
PUNKIN: And y'all want me to come? Uh-uh.
Lashelle’s Daughter
MYAMME: First of all though, it be so cold,
Punkin talks with
Punkin, you walk outside and can’t even take a
Myamme on videophone breath.
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Myamme on laptop
screen sitting in chair
and looking through a
magazine
Chyron:
MYAMME
Lashelle’s Niece
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PUNKIN: Can’t do it.
MYAMME: My freshman year, we used to go
out in shorts and tank tops in the cold. We was
that hungry to be cute.
PUNKIN: Be hungry and hospitalized.
MYAMME: Yep, th-- the next day!
PUNKIN: You talking to somebody there? Is it
hard dating in college?
MYAMME: I’m not really lookin'.

01:01:36

Interview Myamme

MYAMME: With everything that’s been going
on lately, I haven’t really been focusing on
dating. I kinda just wanna get through school.

01:01:40

Myamme and Punkin
continue to talk on
videophone

MYAMME: With me being, you know, still
abstinent - PUNKIN: Right.

CU Myamme on laptop
screen

Punkin sips on a soda

CU Punkin sitting at
restaurant table and
Myamme on laptop
screen

MYAMME: - - and being 20, you know, it’s a
little more difficult because nowadays people just
think it’s so uncool to be a virgin. You know?
That’s all most guys really want. I’m to a point I
know who I am and what I’m worth. With that
being said, I’m more than worth waiting for.
PUNKIN: People still believe that you a virgin?
‘Cause people be like you 20 and you still - yeah.
MYAMME: They, they be surprised.
PUNKIN: Yeah.
MYAMME: That’s what I’m saying, 'cause it’s
not the norm.
PUNKIN: I know.
MYAMME: That’s - - the first thing that people
probably think about now is smashin’ and how
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long it’ll take ‘em to do it.
PUNKIN: Right.
01:02:10

Interview Myamme

01:02:28

Transition montage

MYAMME: On a scale from one to ten, my
auntie is probably an 11 when it comes to how
overprotective she is. She’s so overprotective
that I feel like sometimes she doesn’t even trust
me. Come on now, I made it to 20 and still a
virgin. How many of those do you know?

Chyron:
LASHELLE'S
ATLANTA HOUSE
LS Exterior of Lashelle’s
house
01:02:34

Lashelle walks down
hallway into family
room

LASHELLE: Lil Man?

Lil Man sitting on couch
playing video games

LASHELLE: Dang, boy. [SIGHS] What you
got goin'?

Chyron:
LIL MAN
Lashelle’s Nephew

LIL MAN: Chillin’.

Lil Man stands to hug
Lashelle and lifts her in
the air

LIL MAN: Gettin' old.

Lashelle places her hand
on her side and slightly
bends forward as she
gasps for air

LIL MAN: Watchin' over the girls, making sure
they doin' what they need to do.

LIL MAN: What’s up, Auntie?

LASHELLE: Hold on. Let me get a rest from
those stairs.

LASHELLE: Ain't nobody gettin' old, boy.
[GASPS] What else goin' on?

LASHELLE: Umma ask you that again. What
you been doin', boy?
LIL MAN: What? You don’t think I’m watchin'
‘em and makin’ sure they good? [LAUGHS]
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01:03:04

01:03:27

Interview Lil Man

COMING UP
THAT’S MY FAMILY
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LIL MAN: Yo, since I’m the oldest, my auntie
count on me to watch over the girls and make
sure they okay and keep her up to date on what’s
goin' on. Especially with her working so much,
she countin’ on me to be like the man of the
house, you know, make sure everybody on the
right track.
VO: Comin’ up on That’s My Family…

MYAMME: I just want you to know that you can
Myamme and Lashelle at trust me.
skating rink
LASHELLE: I do trust you. It’s the boys you
Myamme and Lashelle
date I don’t trust.
sit in a booth and talk
01:03:40

ACT 2

